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Representations of Education in
Literature 2000
thirteen academics mostly american from english and political
science departments address such topics as merit and
intelligence in the works of charlotte bronte the transformation
of english studies through joyce s ulysses the adult learner in
educating rita literacy in 19th century america education and
decolonization in john saunana s melanesian novel the
alternative the ambiguity of education in anglophone caribbean
fiction and the bildungsroman in african postcolonial fiction one
argument for considering representations of education in fiction
asserts nixon is that education reflects and enforces the values of
the dominant culture is employed as a tool of assimilation or
colonization that most often employs technology to make
socialization irresistible annotation copyrighted by book news inc
portland or

Literature Education in the Asia-
Pacific 2018-03-29
the continual rise of english as a global lingua franca has meant
that english literature both as a discipline and as a tool in esl and
efl classrooms is being used in varied ways outside the inner
circle of english this edited collection provides an overview of
english literature education in the asia pacific in global times
bringing to international attention a rich understanding of the
trends issues and challenges specific to nations within the asia
pacific region comprising contributions from australia china
hong kong india indonesia malaysia philippines singapore and
vietnam the collection addresses the diversity of learners in
different national cultural and teaching contexts in doing so it
provides insights into historical and current trends in literature
education foregrounds specific issues and challenges in
policymaking and implementation presents practical matters
concerning text selection use of literature in the language



classroom innovative practices in literature education and raises
pressing and important questions about the nature purpose and
importance of literature education in global times

Teaching and Learning English
Literature 2006-03-14
it is scarcely possible to imagine a truly educated person who
cannot read well yet it is not clear how or even if courses in
literature actually work how can teachers of english help
students in their developmental journey toward becoming skillful
readers and educated persons this is the complex question that
chambers and gregory address in teaching and learning english
literature the authors consider practical matters such as course
design and student assessment but do not shirk larger historical
and theoretical issues in a lucid and non polemical fashion and
occasionally with welcome humor chambers and gregory
describe the what why and how of doing literature often
demonstrating the techniques they advocate veteran teachers
will find the book rejuvenating a stimulus to examining purposes
and methods beginning teachers may well find it indispensable
professor william monroe university of houston the transatlantic
cooperation of ellie chambers and marshall gregory has
produced an outstanding book that ought to be on the shelves of
anyone involved in the teaching of english literature as well as
anyone engaged in the scholarship of teaching and learning in
general or in any discipline as they say the teaching of english
literature plays a central role in human beings search for
meaning although others in other disciplines may make this
claim for theirs too if so they will still learn a great deal from this
book anyone looking for no more than a means of satisfying the
demands of governments that look for simplistic quality
measures and economic relevance let them look elsewhere this is
a book for now and for all times professor lewis elton visiting
professor university of manchester honorary professor university
college london this is the third in the series teaching and
learning the humanities in higher education the book is for



beginning and experienced teachers of literature in higher
education the authors present a comprehensive overview of
teaching english literature from setting teaching goals and
syllabus planning through to a range of student assessment
strategies and methods of course or teacher evaluation and
improvement particular attention is paid to different teaching
methods from the traditional classroom to newer collaborative
work distance education and uses of electronic technologies all
this is set in the context of present day circumstances and
agendas to help academics and those in training become more
informed and better teachers of their subject the book includes
how literature as a discipline is currently understood and
constituted what it means to study and learn the subject what
good teaching is with fewer resources for teaching larger student
numbers an emphasis on user pay principles and vocationalism
this is an essential text for teachers of english literature in
universities and colleges worldwide the teaching learning in the
humanities series edited by ellie chambers and jan parker is for
beginning and experienced lecturers it deals with all aspects of
teaching individual arts and humanities subjects in higher
education experienced teachers offer authoritative suggestions
on how to become critically reflective about discipline specific
practices

Literary Education 1983
this book is an attempt to offer a justification for the teaching of
literature in schools and universities and is intended as a
contribution to the philosophy of literary education the issues
which dr gribble discusses could all be bracketed under the
general heading of the relationship between literature and life
the book is written for those readers and teachers of literature
who step back from their immediate engagement with a novel
play or poem and ask such questions as what knowledge or
understanding if any have i gained from the work of what
significance is the author s intention to my view of the work what
moral value does the work possess what kinds of feelings or



emotions did i experience how did my identification with certain
characters influence my response in what way did the moral
significance or emotional impact depend upon the quality of the
writing what part does critical analysis play in determining the
answers to any of these questions dr gribble s treatment of these
issues is neither technical nor abstract but advanced on the basis
of particular examples drawn from a wide range of literature
written in a lively and lucid style the book will interest all serious
readers of literature although it is primarily directed at those
who teach literature in schools colleges and universities and who
are necessarily concerned with the educative value of reading
and discussing literature

Literature Education in Ten Countries
1973

Why Literature? 2011-05-05
the poem in the college classroom usually appears as an
autonomous object to be dissected thus revealing its internal
relations image patterns meter and rhyme schemes and types of
figurative language jeffrey c robinson a college teacher for many
years believes that there is a better way to teach poetry his
conviction developed over many years and acted upon in his own
classroom has led to a pedagogy that urges the teaching of each
poem by examining it in its various contexts the result as
expressed in this book is a moving exploration of the
relationships among scholarship teaching and learning of critical
importance to all teachers of literature as well as to those
concerned with educational theory robinson demonstrates his
pedagogy with a case study the teaching of wordsworth s ode
intimations of immortality from recollections of early childhood
he interprets the students fascinating and moving confusions and
discoveries as the ode loses its consoling aura and as their
thinking takes a correspondingly more energetic critical and self
reflective turn as a teacher the author whose muted



autobiography itself enriches the context has had his own
concerns to which this book provides some answers how would a
prolonged encounter with one poem significantly alter students
learning would the poem seen in its social relations become less
an object of worship and more an occasion for the students own
exploration of the place of art in society and in their own
education this book has emerged out of these questions as well
as being a full rehearsal of the actual literary and historical
contexts of wordsworth s ode it is a meditation on the sociology
of literary education and necessarily the learning apparatus of
the late adolescent

Radical Literary Education 1987
since the romantics culture has been identified with the promise
of a complete development of human capacities and typically the
rise of english has been viewed in terms of the true or distorted
fulfilment of this promise in the education system this book
presents a sustained and historically informed challenge to that
view

Culture and Government 1988-12-12
offering guidance to teachers on including character education
within their lessons this book shows how teachers can provide an
encounter with literature that enables students to be more
responsive to ethical themes and questions

Teaching Character Education Through
Literature 2005
literary imagination and professional knowledge using literature
in teacher education establishes a foundation for expanding the
use of literature in teacher education curricula the contributors
to this collection have a wide variety of education and experience
thus bringing a richness to the content of the volume literature



can be a valuable means for illuminating subject matter in
college courses focused on educational psychology educational
foundations human development educational assessment and
other areas critical to the development of future teachers when
literary excerpts are incorporated into the presentation of
content the resulting connections can serve to enhance in both
quality and scope student understanding and classroom
discussions this book is intended to provide specific suggestions
and outlines for incorporating literature e g fiction poetry and
narrative in teacher education courses a variety of genres
historical contexts and specific applications are represented
among the literary works highlighted are great expectations by
charles dickens milton s paradise lost brave new world by aldous
huxley homer s odyssey dante s inferno the sum of our days by
isabel allende the gilgamesh legend the poetry of jason reynolds
the writings and artwork of william blake and classic folk and
fairy tales they are used as frameworks for introducing or
exemplifying concepts typically covered in teacher education
curricula one chapter also describes a research investigation into
the effects of using literature on pre service teachers beliefs and
attitudes about cultural diversity perfect for courses such as
educational psychology educational foundations child
development teaching methods elementary teaching methods
secondary student teaching

Literary Imagination and Professional
Knowledge 2023-09-06
this popular textbook introduces prospective and practicing
english teachers to current methods of teaching literature in
middle and high school classrooms it underscores the value of
providing students with a range of different critical approaches
and tools for interpreting texts and the need to organize
literature instruction around topics and issues of interest to them
throughout the textbook readers are encouraged to raise and
explore inquiry based questions in response to authentic
dilemmas and issues they face in the critical literature classroom



new in this edition the text shows how these approaches to
fostering responses to literature also work as rich tools to
address the common core english language arts standards each
chapter is organized around specific questions that english
educators often hear in working with pre service teachers
suggested pedagogical methods are modelled by inviting readers
to interact with the book through critical inquiry methods for
responding to texts readers are engaged in considering authentic
dilemmas and issues facing literature teachers through inquiry
based responses to authentic case narratives a companion
website teachingliterature pbworks com provides resources and
enrichment activities inviting teachers to consider important
issues in the context of their current or future classrooms

Teaching Literature to Adolescents
2016-03-10
the literary agenda is a series of short polemical monographs
about the importance of literature and of reading in the wider
world and about the state of literary education inside schools and
universities the category of the literary has always been
contentious what is clear however is how increasingly it is
dismissed or is unrecognised as a way of thinking or an arena for
thought it is sceptically challenged from within for example by
the sometimes rival claims of cultural history contextualized
explanation or media studies it is shaken from without by even
greater pressures by economic exigency and the severe social
attitudes that can follow from it by technological change that
may leave the traditional forms of serious human communication
looking merely antiquated for just these reasons this is the right
time for renewal to start reinvigorated work into the meaning
and value of literary reading being literate in the 21st century
wrestles with critical timely questions for 21st century society
how does literacy change the human brain what does it mean to
be a literate or a non literate person in the present digital culture
for example what will be lost in the present reading brain and
what will be gained with different mediums than print what are



the consequences of a digital reading brain for the literary mind
and for writing itself can knowledge about the reading brain and
advances in technology offer new forms of literacy and new
forms of knowledge to the peoples in remote regions of the world
who would never otherwise become literate by using both
research from cognitive neuroscience psycholinguistics child
development and education and considering literary examples
from world literature maryanne wolf plots a course that seeks to
preserve the deepest forms of reading from the past while
developing the cognitive skills necessary for this century s next
generation

Tales of Literacy for the 21st Century
2016-06-24
literary praxis a conversational inquiry into the teaching of
literature explores the teaching of literature in secondary schools
it does this from the vantage point of educators in a range of
settings around the world as they engage in dialogue with one
another in order to capture the nature of their professional
commitment the knowledge they bring to their work as literature
teachers and the challenges of their professional practice as they
interact with their students the core of the book comprises
accounts of their day to day teaching by dutch and australian
educators these teachers do more than capture the immediacy of
the here and now of their classrooms they attempt to understand
those classrooms relationally exploring the ways in which their
professional practice is mediated by government policies national
literary traditions and existing traditions of curriculum and
pedagogy they thereby enact a form of literary praxis that
grapples with major ideological issues most notably the impact of
standards based reforms on their work educators from other
countries then comment on the cases written by the dutch and
australian teachers thus taking the concept of praxis to a new
level as part of a comparative inquiry that acknowledges the
richly specific character of the cases and resists viewing
teaching around the world as though it lends itself



unproblematically to the same standards of measurement as in
the fetish made of pisa they step back from a judgmental stance
and try to understand what it means to teach literature in other
educational settings than their own the essays in this collection
show the complexities of literature teaching as a form of
professional praxis exploring the intensely reflexive learning in
which teachers engage as they induct their students into reading
literary texts and reflect on the socio cultural contexts of their
work

Literary Praxis 2011
this text for pre service and in service english education courses
presents current methods of teaching literature to middle and
high school students the methods are based on social
constructivist socio cultural theories of literacy learning and
incorporate research on literary response conducted by the
authors teaching literature to adolescents a totally new text that
draws on ideas from the best selling textbook teaching literature
in the secondary school by beach and marshall reflects and
builds on recent key developments in theory and practice in the
field including the importance of providing students with a range
of critical lenses for analyzing texts and interrogating the beliefs
attitudes and ideological perspectives encountered in literature
organization of the literature curriculum around topics themes or
issues infusion of multicultural literature and emphasis on how
writers portray race class and gender differences use of drama
as a tool for enhancing understanding of texts employment of a
range of different ways to write about literature integration of
critical analysis of film and media texts with the study of
literature blending of quality young adult literature into the
curriculum and attention to students who have difficulty
succeeding in literature classes due to reading difficulties
disparities between school and home cultures attitudes toward
school english or lack of engagement with assigned texts or
response activities the interactive site contains recommended
readings resources and activities links to sites and powerpoint



presentations and opportunities for readers to contribute
teaching units to the site databases instructors and students in
middle and high school english methods courses will appreciate
the clear engaging useful integration of theory methods and
pedagogical features offered in this text

Teaching Literature to Adolescents
2013-08-21
jocelyn chadwick and john grassie explore how the familiar
literature we love can be taught in a way that not only engages
students but does so within the context of literacy instruction
which reflects the needs of today s students they address
complex questions secondary english teachers wrangle with daily
where does literature live within the common core s mandates
how can we embrace informational texts in our literature
classrooms and most importantly how can we help students
recognize how canonical works are relevant to them

Teaching Literature in the Context of
Literacy Instruction 2016
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and
remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced



and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

On Colonial Literature, Science and
Education 2016-05-20
teach me how to work and keep me kind offers the content of ap
english classes this book intends to serve as a guide and
encouragement to educators by showing what can be possible
when a teacher enjoys the freedom to find their own voice poems
novels short stories essays and plays become the means to have
conversations with young people about love and life peace and
war virtue and vice joy and grief the author teacher describes
creating an environment and curriculum where students could
greatly improve their writing skills he explains the rationale for
his presentations and literary selections even those who missed a
thoughtful introduction to literature the first time around may
find a useful beginning in what s presented here seeking to
engage in the ongoing educational debate in the us the writer
demonstrates how the material presented in these courses can
contribute to students genuine artistic and literary education
these volumes suggest that such reading and writing prepare
young people to be good citizens in a democracy offers
curriculum for ap english classes explains how to present
challenging material to high school students presents a method
to increase students writing skills useful as an introduction to
literature for those who missed it stresses the value of a
humanistic approach to literature argues against common core
curriculum homogenization

Teach Me how to Work and Keep Me
Kind 2016
taking a close look at the forces that affect english education in
schools at the ways literature cognitive science the privileging of



the stem disciplines and current educational policies are
connected this timely book counters with a strong argument for
the importance of continuing to teach literature in middle and
secondary classrooms the case is made through critical
examination of the ongoing culture wars between the humanities
and the sciences recent research in cognitive literary studies
demonstrating the power of narrative reading and an analysis of
educational trends that have marginalized literature teaching in
the u s including standards based and scripted curricula the book
is distinctive in presenting both a synthesis of arguments for
literary study in the middle and high school and sample lesson
plans from practicing teachers exemplifying how literature can
positively influence adolescents intellectual emotional and social
selves

A Case for Teaching Literature in the
Secondary School 2015-04-17
this useful sourcebook contains 12 chapters written by
experienced classroom practitioners in hong kong one theme
appears constantly in these chapters that in the english language
classroom whether at primary secondary or tertiary levels high
interest and positive motivation occur through active learning
when literary texts literary techniques and literariness are
featured in this book full coverage is given to the use of poetry
prose and drama in language learning and teaching at all three
levels of the education system the tasks and activities described
here have been shown to work with all bands of students this
book is ideally suited both for practising teachers and
participants in teacher education programmes in hong kong and
the rest of s e asia it will be particularly useful for primary and
secondary teachers of english wishing to incorporate appropriate
and relevant teaching activities so as to meet the goals of the
new target oriented english language curriculum



Learning Language Through Literature
1997-05-01
this book is addressed to teachers who know that the secondary
literature curriculum in our public schools is in shambles unless
experienced and well read english teachers can develop coherent
and increasingly demanding literature curricula in their schools
average high school students will remain at about the fifth or
sixth grade reading level where they now are to judge from
several independent sources this book seeks to challenge
education policy makers test developers and educators who
discourage the assignment of appropriately difficult works to
high school students and make construction of a coherent
literature curriculum impossible it first traces the history of the
literature curriculum in our middle schools and high schools and
shows how it has been diminished and distorted in the past half
century it then offers examples of coherent literature curricula
and spells out the cognitive principles upon which coherence is
based finally it suggests what english teachers in our public
schools could do to develop a literature curriculum that gives all
their students an adequate basis for participation in an english
speaking civic culture

The Death and Resurrection of a
Coherent Literature Curriculum 2012
the distinctive element of this book is that it offers ways to model
for students some procedures for the reading of narratives and to
design learning experiences that will allow learners to discover
rules for reading complex works of literature

Teaching Literature in High School
2021
an invaluable text arguing for the study of literary texts as a vital



component of l2 linguistic and cultural knowledge

Literature in Second Language
Education 2008-12-09
both the actualities and the metaphorical possibilities of illness
and medicine abound in literature from the presence of
tuberculosis in franz kafka s fiction or childbed fever in mary
shelley s frankenstein to disease in thomas mann s death in
venice or in harold pinter s a kind of alaska from the stories of
anton chekhov and of william carlos williams both doctors to the
poetry of nurses derived from their contrasting experiences
these are just a few examples of the cross pollination between
literature and medicine it is no surprise then that courses in
literature and medicine flourish in undergraduate curricula
medical schools and continuing education programs throughout
the united states and canada this volume in the mla series
options for teaching presents a variety of approaches to the
subject it is intended both for literary scholars and for physicians
who teach literature and medicine or who are interested in
enriching their courses in either discipline by introducing
interdisciplinary dimensions the thirty four essays in teaching
literature and medicine describe model courses deal with specific
texts authors and genres list readings widely taught in literature
and medicine courses discuss the value of texts in both medical
education and the practice of medicine and provide bibliographic
resources including works in the history of medicine from
classical antiquity

Teaching Literature and Medicine
2016-01-01
you will love this criticism and analysis of elementary school
literature by famous ivanhoe author porter lander macclintock
contents literature in the elementary school the service we may
expect literature to render in the education of children folk tale



and fairy story myth as literature cont

Literature in the Elementary School
2021-04-25
this supplement to standard children s literature textbooks will
be a help to instructors as they engage their students in
discussions about selection of materials censorship dealing with
curricular issues the need to understand administrative policies
community beliefs and their responses to these issues it is
designed to help instructors discuss books in ways that inspire
collegiality collaboration and scholarship in book evaluation and
selection using actual case studies resource reviews and or
scenarios of censorship religion violence ethnicity and other
issues the instructor will be able to encourage discussion and
reflective thought about real issues faced by teachers and
librarians as they select materials for classroom or school library
use this supplement to standard children s literature textbooks
will be a help to instructors as they engage their students in
discussions about selection of materials censorship dealing with
curricular issues the need to understand administrative policies
community beliefs and their responses to these issues it is
designed to help them discuss books in ways that inspire
collegiality collaboration and scholarship in book evaluation and
selection using actual case studies resource reviews and or
scenarios of censorship religion violence ethnicity and other
issues the instructor will be able to encourage discussion and
reflective thought about real issues faced by teachers and
librarians as they select materials for classroom or school library
use guides for possible resources for help in researching
situations will be included this will prove a very valuable
resource in teaching children s literature courses in schools of
education and library schools and useful to practicing teachers
and librarians as well though the book is slanted toward the use
of books as classroom materials it will be a valuable asset to a
school library s professional collection and certainly valuable to
the training of pre service teachers and school librarians each



chapter begins with a bibliographic essay that introduces the
topic to the reader the essay is designed as a starting point for
further discussion and research a list of references for each
chapter is provided at the end of the chapter these references
represent sources teachers can use to conduct further research
to find multiple perspectives about books

Children's Literature Studies
2005-11-30
sheila cordner traces a tradition of literary resistance to
dominant pedagogies in nineteenth century britain recovering an
overlooked chapter in the history of thought about education this
book considers an influential group of writers all excluded from
oxford and cambridge because of their class or gender who
argue extensively for the value of learning outside of schools
altogether from just beyond the walls of elite universities jane
austen elizabeth barrett browning thomas hardy and george
gissing used their position as outsiders as well as their intimate
knowledge of british universities through brothers fathers and
friends to satirize rote learning in schools for the working classes
as well as the education offered by elite colleges cordner
analyzes how predominant educational rhetoric intended to
celebrate england s progress while simultaneously controlling
the spread of knowledge to the masses gets recast not only by
the four primary authors in this book but also by insiders of
universities who fault schools for their emphasis on
memorization drawing upon working men s club reports student
guides educational pamphlets and materials from the national
home reading union as well as recent work on nineteenth
century theories of reading cordner unveils a broader cultural
movement that embraced the freedom of learning on one s own

Education in Nineteenth-Century



British Literature 2016-04-20
this book offers both a scholarly and practical overview of an
integrated language and literature approach in the 16 19 english
classroom providing a comprehensive overview of the identity of
the subject it outlines the pedagogical benefits of studying a
unified english at post 16 and provides case studies of innovative
classroom practice across a range of topics and text types
including contributions from practising teachers and higher
education practitioners with extensive experience of the post 16
classroom and drawing on a range of literature this book covers
the teaching of topics such as mind style in contemporary fiction
comparative poetry analysis insights from linguistic cohesion
criticality through creative response written to complement the
two other teaching english 16 19 titles in the nate series
teaching english language and literature 16 19 is the ideal
companion for all practising a level english teachers of all levels
of experience

The Place of Genre in Learning
1987-01-01
excerpt from american pedagogy education the school and the
teacher in american literature consolidation and other
modifications of american colleges ii edward everett president of
harvard college reminiscences of school and college life
conditions of a good school popular education and sound science
moral education about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any



imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works

Teaching English Language and
Literature 16-19 2020-10-28
the book s response centered approach engages the student with
literature contains in depth discussions of multi cultural
literature and the uses of drama and film in the classroom that
will enhance the understanding of literature

American Pedagogy 2018-02-23
telling stories from secondary and college english classrooms
this book explores the new possibilities for teaching and learning
generated by bringing together reader response and cultural
studies approaches the book connects william shakespeare
charles dickens mark twain and other canonical figures to
multicultural writers popular culture film testimonial politics
history and issues relevant to contemporary youth each chapter
contains brief explications of literary scholarship and theory and
each is followed by extensive annotated bibliographies of
multicultural literature approachable scholarship and theory and
relevant internet sites each chapter also contains descriptions of
classroom units and activities focusing on a particular theme
such as genocide homelessness race gender youth violence post
colonialism class relations and censorship and discussion of ways
in which students often respond to such hot button topics
chapters in the book are 1 a course in contemporary world
literature 2 teaching about homelessness 3 genderizing the
curriculum a personal journey 4 addressing the youth violence
crisis 5 shakespeare and the new multicultural british and world
literatures 6 huckleberry finn and the issue of race in today s
classroom 7 testimonial autoethnography and the future of
english and 8 conclusion contains approximately 350 references
appendixes contain an email exchange between the author and a
first year inner city teacher a note to teachers on the truth of



rigoberta menchu s testimonial a brief account of philology a 13
item annotated bibliography of readings in literary theory for
english teachers and lists of web sites exploring literary theory
and cultural studies supporting literature teaching and for new
teachers nka

Teaching Literature in the Secondary
School 1991
covering green s the fault in our stars collins the hunger games
selznick s the invention of hugo cabret rowling s wizarding world
staake s bluebird and winton s lockie leonard contributors
consider how literature can be used for teaching literary literacy
creative writing intercultural learning critical pedagogy and deep
reading in school settings where english is the teaching medium
leading scholars from around the world explore pedagogical
principles for english language teaching elt widening children s
and teenagers literacy competences as well as their horizons
through insightful engagement with texts from challenging
picturebooks for primary and secondary students to graphic
novels to story apps film and drama as well as speculative fiction
on provocative topics recent research on literature education in
elt settings combines with cognitive criticism in the field of
children s young adult and adult literature

Re-educating the Imagination 1992
literature and the child 8th edition covers the two major topical
areas of children s literature the genres of children s literature
picturebooks contemporary realistic fiction etc and the use of
children s literature in the classroom the book offers succinct yet
beautifully written and illustrated discussions that reflect the
tone and feel of children s books featuring discussions of the
latest works of children s literature the book includes coverage
of the growing importance of young adult literature as well as
emphasis on upper level children s literature and adolescent
literature the authors pay careful attention to diversity in



children s literature and equip readers with practical research
based teaching ideas linked to the common core english
language arts standards for grades kindergarten through eight

Literature and Lives 2001
during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries british
society gradually began to see adolescence as a distinct social
entity worthy of concentrated study and debate jenny holt argues
that the social construction of the public schoolboy a figure made
ubiquitous by a huge body of fictional biographical and
journalistic work had a disproportionate role to play in the
development of social perceptions of adolescence and in forming
ideas of how young people should be educated to become
citizens in an age of increasing democracy with attention to an
admirably wide range of popular books as well as examples from
the periodical press jenny holt begins with a discussion of the
ideas of late eighteenth century social radicals and ends with the
first world war when the more serious public school literature
which sought to involve juvenile readers in complex social and
political issues declined suddenly in popularity along the way
jenny holt considers the influence of victorian evangelical
thought social darwinism and the early twentieth century
national efficiency movement on concepts of adolescence
whether it is shedding new light on well known texts by thomas
hughes and rudyard kipling providing a fascinating discussion of
works written by boys themselves or supplying historical context
for the development of the concept of adolescence this book will
engage not only scholars of childhood and children s literature
but victorianists and those interested in the history of
educational practice

American Annals of Education and
Instruction, and Journal of Literary



Institutions 1832
mylabschool where the classroom comes to life bull bull watch
real classrooms in action in the mls videolab bull study for the
praxis exam using our video cases and practice test bull prepare
for your first or next job interview with the mls career center bull
learn how to write effective research papers with research
navigator contact your local allyn bacon sales representative for
more information about this great tool or for the valuepack isbn

Using Literature in English Language
Education 2018-08-23
the use of literary sources in social studies k 8 is a resource for
teachers who wish to include varied literary genres in their social
studies instruction along with a required social studies textbook
the literature described and exemplified in this book includes
fiction nonfiction biographies autobiographies historical fiction
poetry fairy tales folktales tall tales and legends throughout this
book different instructional suggestions are presented for
inclusion with varied social studies topics and literature sources
each chapter contains questions and pedagogical strategies for
critically reading and responding to varied literary genres
modifications to meet the needs of diverse learners assessment
techniques information tied to technology and the new literacies
and connections to the national curriculum standards for the
social studies a framework for teaching learning and assessment
2010 and the common core state standards for english language
arts and literacy in history social studies science and technical
subjects 2010 the final chapter of this book describes the
development and implementation of a classroom library for social
studies teaching and learning
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